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Science and Thought Adjuster Fusion 
 

Jenny Martin 
 
 
This paper is a scientific exploration of thought adjuster fusion during physical life. In Paper 110 of the 
Urantia book, we read:  
 

“This (adjuster) fusion during physical life instantly consumes the material body; the human 
being who might witness such a spectacle would only observe the translating mortal disappear 
‘in chariots of fire.” 110.7.2 

 
My hypothesis is that torsion physics provides a scientific explanation for thought adjuster fusion during 
physical life. 
 
Torsion Physics Overview 
 
The field of torsion physics began with torsion mathematics. In 1913, influential French mathematician, 
Élie Cartan, theorized that the rotation of a material body creates a torsion field around it.  
 
During that time, scientists attempted to experimentally validate Cartan’s claim without success. The 
difficulty was that there are many types of torsion fields in mathematics, and the problem was 
discovering which torsion field connected with physical phenomena. Cartan sought to validate his theory 
by working with Einstein. 
 
In 1928, Einstein was introduced to Cartan’s theory, which represented a modification of General 
Relativity Theory to include torsion. Einstein began to work in this direction but abandoned it after a few 
years as he could not scientifically validate it. However, many papers have been published on the 
Cartan-Einstein theory.  
 
Many years later, in 1988, Gennady Shipov, a Russian physicist, continuing the work of Einstein, 
provided scientific validation of the torsion field connected with physical phenomena.  
 
Shipov knew that the torsion field of Einstein-Cartan’s theory was very weak and therefore, it could not 
be observed experimentally. However, when Shipov investigated Cartan-Einstein’s work, he found that 
physical phenomena relate to another kind of torsion field called the Ricci Torsion Field. Gregorio Ricci 
was a famous Italian mathematician who provided the necessary calculations for Shipov to prove the 
hypothesis Elie Cartan had put forth decades earlier. Therefore, Shipov provided experimental evidence 
of the torsion theory that Einstein had attempted to discover. 
 
Furthermore, Shipov’s theory connects physics with consciousness and God. See graphic below. 
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Retrieved: http://einsteinandtesla.com/files/170909_vacuum4.pdf 

 
 
 
 
In this model, the potential states of matter (solid, liquid, gas and elementary particles), represent the 
four lowest levels of reality. The level of the physical vacuum is above matter. All kinds of matter, 
including elementary particles, are created from the physical vacuum. 
 
Above the physical vacuum is the primary torsion field, which is the source of all physical fields. The role 
of consciousness applies as it is our awareness, where we place our attention, that permits us to 
experience different levels of reality. We have access to the higher realities by changing our frame of 
reference, our perception. 
 
The top level is the Absolute. There are no formulas or equations for the Absolute. This is the source of 
all other levels of reality; everything begins from this level. Shipov likens the Absolute to God. 
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Characteristics of Torsion Fields 
 
Anatoly Akimov, Physicist, and the head of the International Institute of Theoretical and Applied Physics 
of The Russian Academy of Natural Sciences [RANS], describes the key features of torsion fields:   
 

1. Unlike electromagnetism, in torsion fields energy of the same polarity is attracted to itself and 
opposite polarities are repelled. 

2. Torsion travels through most physical media without loss. 
3. The velocity of torsion fields is reportedly more than a billion times greater than the speed of 

light.  
4. Torsion fields are endowed with memory. An object with a torsion field causes a polarization of 

the vacuum energy surrounding it. Spin can persist in space after the initial object is removed.  
 
 
Torsion Physics: Consciousness & the Creator 
 
That torsion fields have been experimentally shown to be linked to consciousness is shared by Russian 
physicist Akimov in an interview:  
 

“I can say that the concept of torsion fields and the spin state of objects allowed on a rather 
scientific basis, to lay the foundation of how our consciousness functions. These results are 
published.”1  

 
Akimov includes God in this discussion: 
 

“But when it was done [referring to research on torsion fields) it turned out that these physical 
foundations naturally lead to understanding of the role of higher forces as well as the role of the 
Creator.”  

 
Torsion Physics & Consciousness Research – USA 
 
After working on secret government programs, Claude Swanson, an American physicist educated at MIT 
and Princeton University, became interested in torsion physics. He did not learn about torsion physics at 
school. He recognized that mainstream physics is different from classified physics. When Swanson’s 
government work ended, he explored torsion physics research further, documenting his findings in a 
700-page book, Life Force, A Scientific Basis. In this book Swanson records the following: 
 

“Extensive research programs have been carried out to verify or extend various aspects of 
torsion. For example, the Tomsk Polytechnical University conducted a multi-year program 
investigating various aspects of it, both techniques for generating it and measuring it. One 
report from that institution lists 19 scientists as authors and describes work conducted over a 
ten-year period starting in 1983. The report bibliography lists hundreds of other reports which 

 

1 From Russia with Stuff YouTube Channel Interview ANATOLY AKIMOV on Torsion Fields (2004) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n1mGB40oqq0&t=210s 
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were published over this time period. Most of them were experimental and support the reality 
of torsion as an important phenomenon.” 

 
Swanson writes that torsion fields account for documented but scientifically unexplainable phenomenon 
such as remote viewing and telekinesis. He explains that mainstream physics cannot account for these 
anomalies as they involve the role of consciousness. Swanson elaborates:  
 

“According to Western Physics, observing an experiment will cause wave function to collapse, 
but it offers no way for the observer to control the outcome. The average results will still be the 
same. They cannot be skewed one way or the other by a conscious observer according to the 
Western version of quantum physics. Therefore, arguments that consciousness causes wave 
collapse do not explain psychokinesis or any other examples of power of the mind we have 
described in this book. If wave function collapse were the only effect of the mind, then 
consciousness would have no power to affect the events. However, laboratory experiments 
dispute this – they show the mind can and does effect events."  

 
In his book Life Force, we learn that torsion fields provide a scientific explanation for the effects of 
distance healing, remote viewing, telepathy, telekinesis and near-death experiences. To further explain 
the role of consciousness in these effects, Swanson wrote a paper entitled The Torsion Field and the 
Aura. In it he explains that every person has a field surrounding their body, that is torsional in nature. 
This torsion field facilitates consciousness effects that are not recognized in mainstream physics.  
 
The aura of the human body also provides information about the individual’s physical and mental well-
being and can be scientifically measured.  This measurement process, called Gas Discharge Visualization 
(GDV) was developed by Korotkov, a Russian scientist. GDV takes Kirlian images from the fingertips and 
converts them into a computer-generated image of the aura of the entire body. The resulting GDV data 
provides information about the physiological and psychological state of the subject. This device has 
been approved for widespread diagnostic medical use in Russia, Germany and several other countries.  
 
Torsion Physics & Consciousness Research - United States Government  
 
The Freedom of Information Act website provides public access to government documents that were 
once classified. A search of declassified research from the Central Intelligence Agency supports the idea 
that the United States government is also interested in torsion physics.  
 
For example, a military intelligence briefing originally dated 1983 and declassified in 2003 that provides 
a scientific exploration of the nature of human consciousness references the topic of torsion physics. 
The US Army Commander writes: 
 

“Solid matter in the strict construction of the term, simply does not exist…The point to be made 
is that the entire human being, brain, consciousness and all that is, like the universe that, 
surrounds him, nothing more or less than an extraordinarily complex system of energy fields.”   

 
The holographic nature of reality is outlined and connected with the concept of torus (torsion field). On 
page 15 the Commander states:  
 

“…the hologram, is often called a Torus because it is thought to have the overall shape of an 
immense, self-contained spiral.”   
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We are then given a graphic to represent the nature of the torsion field. See diagram below2.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
This government report notes that consciousness can “move into other dimensions outside of time-
space.” The Commander writes:  
 

“Human beings have this form of elevated consciousness as does the Absolute…Our 
consciousness, therefore, is that differentiated aspect of the universal consciousness which 
resides within the Absolute.”  

 
This intelligence briefing goes on to explain that reality has a beginning and end, because it is in this 
time-space dimension, but the consciousness of human beings is not limited by this reality, it is eternal. 
When our existence in this reality has ended, we return to the infinity of the Absolute. The Absolute is 
discussed in reference to God.  
 

“The concept of visible reality (ie. the “created” world) as being the emanation of an 
omnipotent and omniscient divinity who is completely unknowable in his primary state of 
being…the concept of the Father while the infinite self-consciousness resident in that energy 
providing the motive force of will to bring a portion of that energy into motion to create reality 
corresponds with the Son.”  

 
 

 
2 https://www.cia.gov/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP96-00788R001700210016-5.pdf 
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The concept of the Absolute is illustrated in Exhibit 3, on page 13 and shown below.3 
 

 
 
 
 
Interestingly, both researchers in Russia and the US discuss the Absolute in reference to torsion physics. 
And they explicitly state the Absolute is a reference to God, our Creator. 
 
Now, we turn to a discussion of torsion physics and our Creator Son, Christ Michael.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
3 https://www.cia.gov/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP96-00788R001700210016-5.pdf 
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Torsion Physics: The Shroud of Turin  
 
The resurrection of Jesus Christ is acknowledged by believers throughout Urantia.4 The burial cloth, 
called The Shroud of Turin has been the most studied artifact in history and is of interest to scientists 
and non-believers as there is no historical artifact like it. From a scientific perspective, its uniqueness is 
possibly explained by torsion physics.  

In 2004, Isabel Piczek, a Hungarian physicist, began to study the Shroud of Turin. She became fascinated 
by the total absence of distortion of the Shroud image – a physical impossibility if the body had been 
lying on solid rock.  

Piczek, also a renowned monumental artist, created a one-fourth size sculpture of the body in the 
Shroud. When viewed from the side, it appears as if Jesus is suspended in mid-air (see graphic, below5), 
indicating the possible effects of torsion physics.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

During an interview (recorded in the Fabric of Time documentary), Piczek states that The Shroud of 
Turin is often viewed as a record of a death. However, based on her findings, she shares that it is 
evidence of a new beginning, a resurrection. She acknowledges this understanding of the Shroud will 
require a revision to mainstream physics. Piczek adds that researchers have attempted to use science to 
understand the Shroud, but it is the Shroud that is helping us understand science. 

This paper has attempted to provide a scientific explanation for thought adjuster fusion in physical life. 
It is torsion physics that gives us access to this understanding. And as discussed, the torsion field 
connects to consciousness and to the Absolute, the Father. Torsion physics helps us understand our 
Father Fragment and that we can potentially fuse with it during our mortal existence. 
 

 

 
4 The Urantia book describes the relationship that Christ Michael had with his adjuster as different from our own. Therefore, we cannot view 
the resurrection as an adjuster fusion event. However, both the phenomenon of Jesus’ resurrection and mortal adjuster fusion can be 
accounted for through an understanding of torsion physics. 
5 The Fabric of Time Documentary 
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